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We show that a square-tiling of a p_q rectangle, where p and q are relatively
prime integers, has at least log2 p squares. If q>p we construct a square-tiling with
less than qp+C log p squares of integer size, for some universal constant C.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1903, Dehn [5] showed that a rectangle which has a tiling by a finite
number squares must have a rational edge ratio. The converse is of course
also true.
We shall deal here with a quantitative aspect of the converse: how many
squares are necessary to tile a p_q rectangle, where p and q are integers?
Theorem 1. A p_q rectangle, where p, q are relatively prime integers,
p<q, requires at least max[qp, log2 q] square tiles to tile. Furtermore there
exists a square tiling with less than qp+C1 log2 p squares of integer size,
for some universal constant C1 .
For the lower bound the sizes of the squares are not restricted to be
integers. The quantity qp in the two bounds is necessary for thin rec-
tangles; for example an n_1 rectangle requires at least n squares. If qp is
bounded then the theorem gives logarithmic upper and lower bounds.
For a p_q rectangle we call the aspect ratio the larger of pq, qp. In case
the aspect ratio x>1 of a rectangle is not rational, no tiling with a finite
number of squares is possible by Dehn’s result; on the other hand, using
squares of arbitrary real size, one can ask for an asymptotic result: how
many tiles are needed to tile all but an =_= neighborhood N= of a corner
of the rectangle (tiles being allowed to extend into N=)?
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Theorem 2. For any =>0 and x # R, x>1, one can tile all but an =_=
square neighborhood of a corner of an x_1 rectangle with x+C2 log(1=)
squares, for some universal constant C2 .
Our proof of the lower bound in Theorem 1 uses the theory of electrical
networks, which has a well-known connection with square tilings [5, 3, 2].
In particular a generalization of the lower bound in Theorem 1 is:
Theorem 3. Let X be a resistor network with underlying graph G, with
resistances 1 on each edge. If the effective resistance between two vertices is
the rational number qp>1 in lowest terms, then there are at least
max[qp, log2 q] edges in G.
We allow multiple edges between the same vertices in the graph G.
The upper bound in Theorem 1 is more complicated: for the proof we
use the concept of ‘‘thickness’’ of a Cantor set. This upper bound has an
equivalent statement in terms of resistor networks: for any rational qp>1
there is a planar network with at most qp+C1 log2 p edges, having two
vertices such that the effective resistance between them is pq.
2. THE GREEDY ALGORITHM
The first step is to understand the greedy algorithm: select the largest
square that fits (a p_p tile), place it touching a shortest side of the rec-
tangle, and repeat with the remaining untiled part, which is now
p_(q&p).
This method, also known as the Euclidean algorithm, works well for cer-
tain shapes of rectangle, for example those rectangles which are Fn_Fn+1 ,
where Fn is the n th Fibonacci number. Indeed such a rectangle is tiled with
nrlog{ Fn tiles (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Tiling a Fibonacci rectangle.
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Unfortunately for many shapes of rectangles, this algorithm is quite
expensive: for a p_( p+1) rectangle, the first square leaves a p_1 rec-
tangle, which requires at least p squares to tile.
We leave the reader to verify that, if the continued fraction expansion of
qp is [a0 ; a1 , ..., ak], that is,
q
p
=a0+
1
a1+
,
1
a2+ } } } +
1
ak
then the cost of the greedy algorithm on a p_q rectangle is
a0+a1+ } } } +ak . (Here the integers ai are called partial quotients of qp:
it is required that a00 and for i1 that ai1. Under these conditions
the ai are uniquely defined except for ak , and we have [a0 ; a1 , ..., ak]=
[a0 ; a1 , ..., ak&1, 1] assuming ak>1.)
For the irrational rectangle x_1, if x=[a0 ; a1 , a2 , ...] is the infinite con-
tinued fraction expansion of x, then we claim that the cost T=(x) to cover
up all but the =-neighborhood of a corner using the greedy algorithm is
T=(x)=a0+a1+ } } } +ak+r, (1)
for some 0<rak+1 , where the k is the first number to satisfy
}x& pkqk }<
=
qk
,
and pk qk=[a0 ; a1 , a2 , ..., ak] is the k th rational approximant to x.
Indeed, the untiled portion after a0+ } } } +ak steps is an x$_y$ rectangle,
where
\10
&1
1 +
ak
} } } \ 1&1
0
1+
a1
\10
&1
1 +
a 0
\x1+=\
x$
y$+ ,
assuming k is even, and a corresponding form when k is odd. This gives
\pk&1qk&1
pk
qk+\
x$
y$+=\
x
1+ if k is even.
\ pkqk
pk&1
qk&1+\
x$
y$+=\
x
1+ if k is odd.
If for example k is even then x$<y$, and we have
y$=&qk&1x+pk&1.
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By definition of k this is still greater than =. On the other hand after
a0+ } } } +ak+1 squares we have
y$<x$=qk x&pk<=.
This shows that more than a0+ } } } +ak squares are needed, but less than
or equal to a0+ } } } +ak+1 . A similar statement holds in case k is odd.
This proves our claim.
Quantities related to this cost T=(x) for ‘‘typical’’ numbers have been
studied in detail. Yuval Peres combined some known results to prove:
Theorem 4 (Peres). There is a constant c$>0 such that for any $>0 the
Lebesgue measure of the set
{x # (0, 1): } T=(x)log(1=) log log(1=)&c$ }$=
tends to zero with =.
For the proof, see the appendix.
If x=[a0 ; a1 , a2 , ...] is irrational and all the ai are bounded by n, then
x is called n-aloof. It is not hard to see (we’ll see later in any case) that
if x is n-aloof, the greedy algorithm gives a logarithmic bound T=(x)<
const log(1=), where the constant depends on n.
3. THE LOWER BOUND
We give here a proof of the lower bound in Theorem 1. The largest
square which can fit is a p_p square, which covers pq of the area, so we
need at least qp squares to tile. We will show that we need at least log2 q
squares to tile.
To a square tiling of a rectangle R, associate a graph G as follows [3]:
let G=(V, E ) be a graph with vertex set V and edges E, where V is the set
of connected components of the union of the horizontal boundaries of tiles
in the square-tiling, and E is the set of tiles. Note that a tile connects
exactly two horizontal components, and that multiple edges between two
vertices are possible. The vertex corresponding to the upper boundary of R
is called a, and the vertex corresponding to the lower boundary is b. It is
clear that G is planar, and that a and b are on the same face (the outer
face) of G.
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It is helpful to direct the edges from the upper vertex to the lower
vertex.
Associated to G is the resistor network, obtained by assigning each edge
of G a resistance 1. By assigning potentials pa , pb # R to the vertices a and
b of the network, a flow of electric current is set up in G, that is, we have
maps p: V  R (‘‘potentials’’) and c: E  R (‘‘currents’’) which satisfy
Kirchhoff ’s rule and Ohm’s law: the net current flow out of any vertex
(except a and b) is equal to the net flow into that vertex, and the current
across an edge equals the drop in potential between its endpoints. (By
definition the current has a sign which depends on the direction of the
edge.) The potentials and currents are the unique solution to the equations
arising from Kirchhoff ’s and Ohm’s rules with the given boundary condi-
tions p(a)=pa , p(b)=pb . If we denote by cb the net current flowing out of
b, then the quantity r(a, b)=( pa&pb)cb depends only on the graph and is
independent of pa , pb . This quantity r(a, b) is called the effective resistance,
or impedance, from a to b.
If we scale the square tiling by a homothety of R2 and translate it so that
the upper boundary is at y-coordinate pa and the lower boundary is at
y-coordinate pb (assuming with loss of generality that pa>pb), then we see
that a solution (hence the unique solution) of Kirchhoff ’s and Ohm’s equa-
tions is given by: for v # V, p(v) equals the y-coordinate of the horizontal
component corresponding to v, and for e # E, c(e) is the size of the square
tile corresponding to e. The quantity r(a, b) is simply the ratio of height to
width of the rectangle.
By a result of Kirchhoff [8] (see also [3]), the resistance r(a, b) satisfies:
r(a, b)=}ab}, where } is the number of spanning trees in G, and }ab is the
number of spanning trees in Gab , the graph obtained from G by gluing
together vertices a and b. Thus if R is a p_q rectangle, we have pq=}ab },
and since p and q are relatively prime, }abp and }q.
However the number of spanning trees in any graph of m edges is less
than 2m, since a tree is a subset of edges, and there are 2m distinct subsets
of m edges. Since G has m edges, where m is the number of tiles, we have
q}2m. We conclude that mlog2 q. This gives the lower bound in
Theorem 1.
4. THE UPPER BOUND FOR REAL RECTANGLES
Let R be a rectangle with aspect ratio x (recall x1). We assume x<2:
if not, apply the greedy algorithm wxx&1 times. The remaining untiled
portion has aspect ratio x&(wxx&1) in the range [1, 2).
We show how to tile R efficiently. Assume for concreteness that R is
x_1.
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The idea is simple: start by using the greedy algorithm, getting a nested
decreasing sequence of rectangles Rj (the untiled portions), each containing
a fixed corner of R, of aspect ratios x=x0 , x1 , x2 , ..., satisfying
xj+1=max {xj&1, 1xj&1=
until some xi is close to 1, say xi<1+$ for some small $>0. Note then
that for 0 j i we have xj<1$.
At step i, instead of putting in a square, which would result in the new
rectangle having aspect ratio xi+1>1$, put in rather a rectangle of aspect
ratio 2, with its longer side covering the shorter side of Ri . The remaining
untiled portion is a rectangle Ri+1 with aspect ratio xi+1=1(xi&12),
and so 1xi+1<2. Now continue.
Since for each j we have 1<xj<1$, each square added removes either
a fraction at least $ of the area (in the case when one square is added to
a rectangle of aspect ratio in [1+$, 1$]), or a fraction of at least
1(4(1+$)) of the remaining area (in case a rectangle of aspect ratio 2,
which is tiled by two squares, is added to a rectangle of aspect ratio
<1+$). So the area decreases by a factor of at least
*=max {1&$, 1& 14(1+$)=
per square added. This quantity is minimized when $=- 2&12r.207.
After k squares, the untiled area is a rectangle of area at most *kx, and
aspect ratio between 1 and 1$, and so is contained in a square
neighborhood of size x*k2$ of the corner.
The completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark. The rate of decrease of area *=.793 is of course not the
optimal one. Optimization of similar algorithms seems to be an interesting
problem, but one we won’t consider here. One might conjecture that
{2=3&- 52r .381 is a lower bound for *, since the golden rectangle
seems to be most easily tiled by the greedy algorithm, which has this rate.
An alternative method for tiling an x_1 rectangle is suggested by the
following result of Hall:
Theorem 5 (Hall [7]). Any real number between - 2&1 and 4+4 - 2
can be written as the sum of two 4-aloof numbers.
Here - 2&1=2 } [0; 4, 1, 4, 1, ...] and 4+4 - 2=2 } [4; 1, 4, 1...] are
the minimal and maximal possible sums.
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To tile a x_1 rectangle, where 1<x4+4 - 2, write x=x1+x2 where
x1 , x2 are 4-aloof, and divide the x_1 rectangle into an x1_1 and an
x2_1 rectangle with a single vertical line. Now tile each of the subrec-
tangles using the greedy method; by 4-aloofness, in each subrectangle each
new square added takes up at least 15 of the area, so that after 2n squares
the remaining area is at most (45)n of the original area there. The rate is
then *=(45)12.
Our method for integral rectangles will be a variant on this method.
5. AN UPPER BOUND FOR RATIONAL RECTANGLES
Let R be a p_q rectangle, with p, q # Z, ( p, q)=1, 0< pq. We assume
as before that qp<2: if it is larger, use the greedy algorithm n=wqpx&1
times, so that the remaining p_(q&np) rectangle satisfies the above condi-
tions.
We establish in this section an upper bound of C log p log log p for the
number of squares needed to tile R. Section 6 refines the construction to
improve the bound to C1 log p.
The construction proceeds as follows. Let x1 , x2 be 4-aloof real numbers
such that x1+x2=qp (using Theorem 5). Let k1=wx1px, and k2=q&k1 ,
so that |(kip)&xi |<1p and
k1
p
+
k2
p
=
q
p
.
We divide the rectangle R into a p_k1 rectangle R1 and a p_k2 rec-
tangle R2 . We will show (below, after Lemma 8) that we can apply the
greedy algorithm successfully to each of these rectangles for a while, that
is, until the remaining untiled rectangles R$1 , R$2 each have side lengths
c1 - p for some universal constant c1 (and R$1 , R$2 have aspect ratios
2).
We then repeat the process, using Theorem 5 again to subdivide R$1 , R$2
each in two, applying the greedy algorithm until the remainders have sides
c1 - c1 p12c21 p14, and so on.
We show that at each stage the number of squares added in a single rec-
tangle before we subdivide it is at most a constant c2 plus the logarithm
to the base :=54 of the ratio of the original side length to the final
(remaining) side length. The side lengths decrease by at least x [ c1 - x
before we resubdivide, and each subdivision doubles the number of rec-
tangles. When the edge lengths of a subrectangle are less than the constant
2c21 in length, simply tile the subrectangle in any way you please.
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We derive for the total number N of squares needed to tile:
N2 log: p+4 log:(c1 p12)+8 log:(c321 p
14)
+ } } } +2k log:(c2&2
&k+1
1 p
2&k)+2k+1c3 ,
where k is chosen so that p2&kr2, that is, krlog2 log2 p, and c3 is a con-
stant depending on c2 and the number of squares needed to tile an integer-
sided rectangle whose sidelengths are bounded by 2c21 . (Note that c
b
1 p
; 
c1+b21 p
;2 under the map x [ c1 - x.)
Thus the number of squares is bounded above by
N2k log:(c21 p)+2
k+1c32 log:(c21 p) log2 log2 p+2c3 log2 p.
It remains to prove our claim that we can tile a p_k1 rectangle quickly
using the greedy algorithm until the remining untiled rectangle has edges
c1 - p.
Recall that a Farey interval I is a subinterval of (0, ) with rational
endpoints ( p1q1 , p2q2) which satisfy p2q1&p1q2=1. (Notationally we
allow p2 q2==‘‘10’’ and p1 q1=0=‘‘01’’.) Each Farey interval I con-
tains two ‘‘maximal’’ Farey subintervals
L(I )=\p1q1 ,
p1+p2
q1+q2+ and R(I )=\
p1+p2
q1+q2
,
p2
q2+ ,
and the set of all Farey intervals under inclusion form a binary tree in
this way with the root being I0=(0, )=(01, 10). A Farey interval I
has a label indicating the unique descending path to I from the root;
this label is a finite word in the letters ‘‘L’’ and ‘‘R’’. Thus for example
LRL(I0)=LR((01, 11)) = L((12, 11)) = (12, 23). The Farey interval
I=Ra0 La 1 Ra 2 La3 } } } Ra2k(I0) has the property that for x # I, the continued
fraction expansion of x begins x=[a0 ; a1 , a2 , ..., a2k , ...], and similarly for
words ending in La 2k+1. We call a Farey interval finite if q2>0.
Lemma 6. If I=( p1q1 , p2q2) is a finite Farey interval and contains a
4-aloof number, then 15q1q25.
Proof. If x # I is 4-aloof, the word w such that I=w(I0) has no more
than 4 consecutive L’s or R’s. In particular 15<x<5, so x is in one of the
intervals
( 15 ,
1
4), (
1
4 ,
1
3), (
1
3 ,
1
2), (
1
2 ,
1
1), (
1
1 ,
2
1), (
2
1 ,
3
1), (
3
1 ,
4
1), (
4
1 ,
5
1),
for which the result is true.
Now if I=L(J), then clearly q1q2 , and so each of R(I ), R2(I ), R3(I ),
R4(I ) satisfy the property. If I=R(J), then q1q2 and so each of L(I ),
L2(I ), L3(I ), L4(I ) have the desired property. The result easily follows. K
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Let |I | denote the length of I : if I=( p1q1 , p2q2) then |I |=1q1q2 .
Corollary 7. If I is a finite Farey interval containing a 4-aloof number,
then 15|L(I )||R(I )|5.
Proof. If I=( p1q1 , p2q2) then
|L(I )|
|R(I )|
=
} p1q1&
p1+p2
q1+q2 }
} p2q2&
p1+p2
q1+q2 }
=
q2
q1
. K
The following lemma is the key fact which makes the construction work.
Lemma 8. If x is 4-aloof and |kp&x|<1p then there is a Farey
interval ( p1q1 , p2q2) containing both x and kp with q1>c - p for some
universal constant c.
Proof. The Farey intervals nesting down to x decrease geometrically in
size (with scale at most 6 and at least 65) by Corollary 7. So there is a
Farey interval I containing x, with 5p|I |<30p. By backing up at most
5 stages towards the root, there is a Farey interval J with I/J such that
the distance of I to the endpoints of J is at least 1p (because in the last
5 letters of w there is at least one L and one R). Thus J contains both x
and kp. Furthermore 5p|I ||J |30p } 65 again by Corollary 7. So if
J=( p1q1 , p2q2), we have
1
q21

5
q1 q2
=5 |J |
5266
p
,
and so taking square roots
q1
- p
5 } 63
and similarly for q2 . K
If the word labelling J=( p1q1 , p2q2) has length l, then after adding l
squares to a k_p rectangle using the greedy algorithm, we find the
remaining rectangle is a_b, where
\ab+=\
p2
q2
p1
q1+
&1
\kp+ ,
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and so
a=q1k&p1 p=\kp&
p1
q1+ pq1|J | pq1=pq25 } 63 - p,
and
b=&q2k+p2 p=\&kp+
p2
q2+ pq2|J | pq2=pq15 } 63 - p.
Now if the aspect ratio ab or ba is x5, then backing up one step
gives a rectangle of aspect ratio in [1, 2) and sides bounded by 6 } 63 - p.
To compute the number of squares added in the k1_p rectangle before
the sides have lengths rc1 - p, note that each square takes up at least 15
of the remaining area, since the aspect ratio is always less than 5. The
original area is at most p2, and the final area is r(c1 - p)2, so that the
number of squares added s satisfies
(45)s
p2
c21p
,
in other words slog: p+const. This completes the construction.
6. A BETTER UPPER BOUND FOR RATIONAL RECTANGLES
We give in this section a refinement of the construction of section 5,
yielding a logarithmic bound.
The refinement is based on the following theorem, a two-dimensional
version of Theorem 5.
Let Cn be the Cantor set of n-aloof numbers.
Theorem 9. For any M1 there is an n=n(M) with the following
property. For any positive real numbers a, b, c, d with ratios bounded by M
there exists t # [0, a] and r1 , r2 , r3 # Cn such that :
r1=
t
b+d
, r2=
a&t
b
, r3=
a+c&t
d
.
For the proof, see Section 8. The interpretation of this theorem is as
follows: given the hexagon of Fig. 2 (which we call an ‘‘ell’’), where the four
sides a, b, c, d have lengths in ratios bounded by M, we can find a t # [0, a]
so that, for the subdivision indicated, the rectangles R1 , R2 , R3 have aspect
ratios in Cn . The quantities ri of the theorem are the aspect ratios (or their
inverses) of the Ri as a function of t.
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Fig. 2. Subdividing an ell into three easy rectangles.
We will use Theorem 9 in the case M=8. In what follows we describe
an ell by its four sides a, b, c, d as in Fig. 2. We will need the following
lemma:
Lemma 10. Given an ell L as in Fig. 2 with the four sides a, b, c, d having
ratios bounded by some integer m. There exists a partial square tiling of L,
with the untiled portion an ell L$ with sides a$, b$, c$, d$ in ratios bounded by
8, in which the shortest of a$, b$, c$, d$ is no shorter than the shortest of
a, b, c, d, and each square in the partial tiling has at least 1(2m2+m) of the
area of L.
The proof follows in Section 7.
Now for the construction. Let R be a p_q rectangle, p, q # Z, with
( p, q)=1 and again 1<qp2. Let n=n(M) with M=8 in Theorem 9. As
before, use Theorem 5 to divide R into two rectangles R1 , R2 , respectively
p_k1 and p_k2 , with ki # Z and kip within 1p of an n-aloof number (We
assume n4).
Apply the greedy algorithm to R1 and R2 as before, until the sides of the
untiled rectangles R$1 , R$2 have length c - p, and aspect ratios <2. (Now
the constant c here depends on n). It is easy to arrange that R$1 and R$2 are
adjacent, and so the union of the untiled regions R$1 _ R$2 then forms an ell.
We claim that we can also arrange so that the ratios of edge lengths
a, b, c, d of the ell formed by R$1 and R$2 are at most n: simply back up the
greedy algorithm if necessary for the smaller of R$1 , R$2 until both of its
edges are just larger than those of the other. Since the change in scale
between the time the aspect ratio is in [1, 2] and the next time it is in
[1, 2] is at most n, this proves the claim.
Using Lemma 10 with m=n, we can tile this ell ‘‘easily’’ (that is, each
square added takes up a definite proportion 1(2n2+n) of the area) until
all the ratios of sides a, b, c, d are less than 8.
We then apply Theorem 9 with M=8: this subdivides the ell into three
rectangles with aspect ratios in Cn . By choosing t$ to be the integer closest
to the t of the theorem, we can subdivide the ell into three rectangles
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R3 , R4 , R5 each with integer sides of length c - p and with aspect ratios
t$
b+d ,
a&t$
b ,
a+c&t$
d within
1
b+d ,
1
b ,
1
d respectively of points in Cn .
We can now use the greedy algorithm on the R3 , R4 , R5 , until the edge
lengths are less than c32p14, and the untiled rectangles R$3 , R$4 of R3 , R4
respectively, are adjacent, have aspect ratios <2, and are the same size to
within a factor of n. (The R$3 , R$4 are not necessarily adjacent to R$5).
At the next step the ell formed by R$3 _ R$4 is tiled using Lemma 10 and
then is subdivided into 3 ‘‘easy’’ rectangles (using Theorem 9 again), and
R$5 is subdivided using Theorem 5 into two easy rectangles. As we continue
this process, each ell gives rise to an ell and a single rectangle, and each
single rectangle gives rise to an ell.
So the total number of untiled rectangles at the nth stage of the construc-
tion is just the nth Fibonacci number: letting fn , gn be the number of ells
and single rectangles, after one iteration we have
\ fn+1gn+1+=\
1
1
1
0+\
fn
gn+ .
The rectangles occurring in the construction require a constant plus
log: q squares to tile before they are subdivided (if q is the length of their
longest side), where :=(n+1)n is a constant. Each application of Lemma
10 adds at most a constant number 2n2+n of squares to the ell.
As a consequence the total number of squares needed to tile is N, where:
N2 log: p+3 log:(cp12)+5 log:(c32p14)
+ } } } +Fk log:(c2&2
&k+1p2 &k)+Fk+1 c4
where as before klog2 log2 p, and c4 is a constant depending on n and
the number of squares needed to tile a rectangle of edge bounded by 2c2.
This is a convergent geometric series, since Fmr{m and {r1.618<2. So
we have NC1 log p for some universal constant C1 . This completes
Theorem 1.
7. PROOF OF LEMMA 10
Let L be an ell as in Fig. 2, with sides a, b, c, d. If either of ba or cd (say
ba) is 2 we add a square of side a adjacent to the edge of length a, giving
a new ell with ba reduced by 1; this does not increase the largest ratio of a, b,
c, d. So in what follows we assume ba, cd<2. By symmetry we may assume
either a or b is the longest edge. There are a number of cases to consider1 :
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1 We apologize for the clumsiness of this algorithm.
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Figure 3
Case 1. Suppose a is the longest edge.
Case 1a: Each of the lengths a, b, c, d is in the interval [d, a]. We can
assume d<a3 or else we are done. Add 3 squares of side length d as in
Fig. 3. The new ell has sides b, 3d&c, d, a+c&3d. Each of these is in the
interval [d, a], since 3d&c=d+(2d&c)d and 3d&c3d<a, and
a>a+(c&3d )=c+(a&3d )>c.
Case 1b: All edges are in [c, a]. Suppose also that c<a3.
v If d&cc, then add a square of side d adjacent to edge d. This
gives a new ell with edges b, d&c, d, a+c&d, each in [c, a].
v If d&c<c and a+c&2d>c, add 2 squares as in Fig. 4; the
remaining ell has edges b, 2d&c, d, a+c&2d, and a>2d>2d&c>d by
hypothesis and so each of these is in [c, a].
v If d&c<c and a+c&2dc then a2d4c and so
[c, a]/[c, 4c].
Case 1c: Edges are in [b, a], and b<a3.
v If d&cb, add a square of size d adjacent to side d. The new ell
has sides b, d&c, d, a+c&d, each is in [b, a] (a+c&d=c+(a&d )
cb and a+c&d<a).
Figure 4
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Figure 5
v If c>d, add squares adjacent to b and d as in Fig. 5; the new ell
has edges a&b, b, c+b&d, d, each of which is in [b, a]. (Note
cc+b&d=b+(c&d )b.)
v If cd and d&c<b, add three squares as in Fig. 6; the new ell has
edges a&2b, b, c+2b&d, d, each of which is in [b, a] (note c+2b&d<
2b<a).
Case 2. Suppose b is the longest edge.
Case 2a: Edges are in [a, b]. Since ba<2, we are done.
Case 2b: Edges are in [c, b].
v If a2d, then b<2a4d<8c and so [c, b]/[c, 8c] and we’re
done.
v If a>2d and d&c>c, then add a square to edge d, giving
b, d&c, d, a+c&d.
v If a>2d and d&c<c, then add two squares as in Fig. 7, leaving
an ell with edges b, 2d&c, d, a+c&2d. Note 2d&c=2(d&c)+c<3c<b,
and a+c&2d=a+(c&d )&d<a<b so each edge is in [c, b].
Figure 6
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Case 2c: Edges are in [d, b].
v If a+c&3dd add three squares as in Fig. 3; the ell has edges
b, 3d&c, d, a+c&3d # [d, b].
v If a+c&3d<d then 3b2a+b<a+c<4d, and so [d, b]/
[d, 8d3].
This completes the construction. In each case we can continue until all
ratios are bounded by 8. By hypothesis the original ratios were bounded by
m. Each square added has side length at least the length of the shortest of
a, b, c, d: this is true at the beginning and the shortest of a, b, c, d never gets
any shorter. The ell with largest area, ratios bounded by m, and a side of
length 1 has area 2m2+m (in the case when a=b=d=m and c=1). So
each square added in any ell in this construction takes up at least
1(2m2+m) of the area of the original ell. This completes the proof. K
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 9
We will prove a stronger result (Theorem 12).
Recall that a gap of a Cantor set C/R is a connected component of
R&C. A Cantor set C is called (K, =)-thick if C can be obtained from an
interval J0 by removing successively open subintervals of J0 which are gaps
of C, with the property: when an gap I is removed from a connected sub-
interval J, leaving intervals I$, I" on either side with J=I$ _ I _ I", then
|I |=|J | and |I$||I"| # [1K, K].
Recall that Cn is the Cantor set of n-aloof numbers. The following lemma
is essentially due to Hall [7] (he studied the case n=4, but his methods
extend to any n: we omit the proof ).
Lemma 11. For any =>0 there is an integer n such that Cn is (3, =)-
thick. K
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Theorem 12. Given M1 , M2>1 there exists an =>0 with the following
property. Let E1 , E2 , E3 be three (3, =)-thick Cantor sets in R with diameters
in ratios bounded by M1 . Let S be the orthogonal projection of
E=E1_E2_E3/R3 to R2 along a vector v # R3 whose coordinates have
ratios in absolute value bounded by M2 . Then S contains every point in R2
in the convex hull of S which is not within a small neighborhood of the bound-
ary of the convex hull of S.
Remark. Let us show that this theorem implies Theorem 9. Take each
Ei to be the Cantor set Cn . For n sufficiently large this Cantor set is (3, =)-
thick, by Lemma 11. The set
l={\ tb+d ,
a&t
b
,
a+c&t
d + } t # [0, a]=/R3
is a line segment which passes completely through the convex hull of
E=E1_E2_E3 . The direction of l is
v=\ 1b+d ,
&1
b
,
&1
d + ,
whose coordinate ratios are bounded in absolute value by 9 by hypothesis
(recall bd, db8). We need to show that l intersects E.
Let ? be the projection ?: R3  R2 given by
?(x, y, z)=\x+ zdb+d , y+
zd
b +
(which is not the orthogonal projection, but is orthogonal projection
followed by a linear map of bounded distortion). Then ?(l) is the single
point ( a+cb+d ,
2a+c
b ), which is contained in the square Q=[
1
8 , 8]_[
3
8 , 24]
because the ratios of any two of a, b, c, d are bounded by 8, and Q is in
turn contained in and not close to the boundary of the convex hull of ?(E )
for n large (n>24). Thus ?(l)/?(E ), and so l intersects E.
Proof of Theorem 12. Our proof remains at a qualitative level for sim-
plicity. In particular we won’t try to estimate the best =.
Let I1 , I2 , I3 be the convex hulls of E1 , E2 , E3 . The projection of
I1_I2_I3 , the convex hull of E, is a hexagon H with opposite sides
parallel. Define U(E ) to be the set of points in the interior of H and at dis-
tance at least $=min[ 18 , diam(H) c(M1 , M2)] from any boundary edge
(see Fig. 8), where c(M1 , M2) is a constant depending on M1 , M2 and is
determined below in Lemma 14. Call U(E ) the inner neighborhood of E.
Since $ 18 , we have in our desired application that U(E ) contains Q.
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Fig. 8. The inner neighborhood of a hexagon.
For some M>1$ define subdivisions of the Ei as in Lemma 13 below:
so that for i=1, 2, 3 we have Ei=Ei1 _ Ei2 _ } } } _ Eini and |Eij ||Ei | #
[15M, 1M]. The projection of the union of the convex hulls of the
E1i1_E2i2_E3i3 is a ‘‘stack’’ of hexagons as in Fig. 9. By Lemma 14 below,
U(E ) is contained in the union of the inner neighborhoods of the ‘‘blocks’’
E1i1_E2i2_E3i3 . Furthermore each block again satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 12, so we can subdivide it again, and repeat. For each point
x # U(E ), we obtain in this way a sequence of blocks converging to x. By
compactness U(E ) is contained in ?(E ). K
Lemma 13. Let M>0. If a Cantor set C/R is (3, =)-thick for some
=<15 then for some k we can remove gaps I1 , I2 , ..., Ik from the convex hull
of C, leaving subintervals J1 , J2 , ..., Jk+1, with |Ii ||C |<= and for each i,
|C |
5M
<|Ji |
|C |
M
.
Proof. Since C is (3, =)-thick with =<15, each gap I removed from a
subinterval J leaves two subintervals I$, I" of length at least 15th of the
length of J (since |J |=|I$|+|I |+|I"||I$|+|J |5+3 |I$| ).
So one simply removes gaps from the convex hull until the remaining
subintervals Ji have length between |C |M and |C |5M. K
Lemma 14. Suppose the same hypothesis as in Theorem 12, and $ is
defined as above. Define subdivisions Ei=Ei1 _ Ei2 _ } } } _ Eini of E1 , E2 , E3
as in Lemma 13. If M>1$ and = is sufficiently small compared to
diam(?(E1_E2_E3))M, then
U(E )/ .
j, k, l
U(E1 j_E2k_E3l).
Proof. The proof by picture is the most illuminating. The direction of
the diagonal edge of the ‘‘hexagon’’ in Fig. 9 is the vector ?(0, 0, 1)=
(db+d, db), which has slope (b+d )b between 1 and M1 . Using also the
fact that the boxes E1i_E2j_E3k have edge-lengths of ratios bounded by
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Fig. 9. The inner neighborhoods (3 of which are shaded) of the blocks cover the inner
neighborhood of the whole stack.
a constant (5M1), their projections are hexagons with edge lengths of ratios
bounded by another constant C(M1 , M2) depending on M1 and M2 .
The inner neighborhoods U(E1j_E2k_E3l) overlap without holes on
condition that
v $ is small enough compared to M1 , the maximal slope of the
diagonal edge, and M2 , which with M1 determines the length of the
diagonal edge, and
v = (which determines the gap width) is small compared to the size of
each block, that is, = is small compared to diam(H)M.
Since M1 , M2 are fixed, we are free to choose $ satisfying the first of the
above conditions, and then choose = to satisfy the second condition (recall
that M depends on $). In this way the inner neighborhoods of all the boxes
U(E1j_E2k_E3l) cover all of the convex hull of ?(E ) except in a small
neighborhood of the boundary of width less than diam(H)M, the width of
a single block. In particular since we chose 1M<$ the inner
neighborhoods of the blocks cover U(E ). K
9. PROBLEMS
Problem 1. What are the best constants in the upper and lower bound
of Theorem 1?
18 RICHARD KENYON
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Our constructions leave lots of room for improvement in the constant
appearing in the upper bound. The lower bound of log2 max( p, q) can also
be improved, however. This is another interesting problem in itself:
Problem 2. Among all graphs with m edges, which graph G has the
largest number of spanning trees }(G )? What is the sup of }(G )1m over all
graphs? Over planar graphs?
We used the trivial bound 2m for the number of spanning trees of a
planar graph. This bound can be improved; Neal Young indicated to us an
upper bound of *m for some *<2, which comes from taking into account
the vertex degrees.
On the other hand the n_n planar grid graph has }(G )1m converging to
r1.79 (see [4]) as n  , and this is the largest value we know of. So the
actual largest value is somewhere in the range (1.79, 2).
Problem 3. How many cubes does it take to tile a p_q_r box?
None of our methods work for this case; even the greedy algorithm is
difficult to define.
APPENDIX
We give here a proof of Theorem 4, which Yuval Peres has kindly
allowed us to include.
Recall the notation: x # (0, 1) and has continued fraction expansion
x=[0; a1 , a2 , ...] with nth approximants pnqn .
Let SN(x) be the sum of the first N partial quotients of x. Diamond and
Vaaler [6] showed that for almost all x,
SN(x)=(1+o(1)) N log2 N+% max
1kN
ak(x), (2)
where % # [0, 1] (and % depends on both x and N).
We are interested in N=(x)=min[N: |qNx&pN |<=]. By a result of
Khinchin and Levy (cf [1]), for almost every x
1
N
log |qNx&pN |  &c5=&
?2
12 log 2
.
By discarding a set of measure $ for any small $>0, this convergence is
uniform, i.e. on a set A/(0, 1) with +(A)>1&$, we have
sup
x # A {
1
N
log |qNx&pN |+c5= 0.
We conclude that log(1=)N=(x) converges uniformly to c5 on A.
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Using the GaussKuz’min measure we have +[x: ai (x)k]<c6 k for a
constant c6 ; and so on A we have (using M= (1c5) log(1=)):
+[x # A | max
1kM=
akM= - log M=]M=+[x # A | a1M= - log M=]
c6 - log M=.
Letting B be the complement of this set in A, using (2) and
M= (1c5) log(1=) we have for all x # B
T=(x)=SN=(x)=(1+o(1)) N=(x) log N=(x)+%M= - log M=
=(1+o(1)) c7 log
1
=
log log
1
=
for some constant c7>0. K
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